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Elston Hall Primary School

Welcome to Elston Hall
Elston Hall Primary school is a large, friendly primary school located on the outskirts of
Wolverhampton, in Fordhouses. It is a three-form entry school with just under 700 pupils on roll at
present from Nursery to Year 6. In December 2014, Elston Hall received an Ofsted judgement of
‘Outstanding’ and subsequently converted to become Elston Hall Multi-Academy Trust. Over the past
3 years, three schools have joined the Trust, receiving support from Elston Hall leaders to drive
improvements to teaching and learning. Elston Hall is also a National Teaching School, as part of a
Teaching School Alliance with St Bartholomew’s Church of England Primary School in Penn, supporting
improvements to teaching and learning across Wolverhampton. We are very proud of our pupils and
staff and feel that Elston Hall is now a school at the forefront of leading education, attainment and
progress across the city.
Kevin Grayson

Our Vision:
Elston Hall Primary is a school where all learners are happy, in an environment based on
trust and support. We will settle for nothing less than excellence in our drive for
achievement wherever this can be found.

Our Aims:


To attain a calm, welcoming and purposeful atmosphere; providing a curriculum which is broad,
balanced, enjoyable and challenging; differentiated in order to meet the needs of all our children.



To provide a school environment that is attractive, stimulating and informative that motivates
individuals to reach their full potential. This will be done within a culture of learning, high
standards and expectations.



We want our school to be a happy, safe environment where everyone feels cared for, nurtured,
valued and free from discrimination. We aim to encourage mutual respect and sensitivity to the
needs of others and recognise and celebrate success in everyone.



To encourage and develop parental involvement in the everyday life of the school and to foster a
partnership between school and the wider community based on trust and openness.



To empower staff and governors to develop their professional expertise and fulfil their role as
valued members of a team, working to achieve the aims of the school, through effective
leadership systems and professional development of staff.



To ensure we promote the expectations outlined within the National agenda across EYFS, Key
Stage 1 and 2 with regard also to local and other legal regulations.
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The Journey…
Elston Hall Primary School was placed into
Special Measures in October 2006 and in spring
2007, I joined the school as the Headteacher.
In October 2007 the school was removed from
Special Measures and this is when the journey
really began…
In 2010 the school secured a ‘Good’ rating
from Ofsted which enabled the school and
staff the time to really embed and improve
teaching and learning right across school
leading to an ‘outstanding’ judgement in 2014.
However, leaders were very aware that the
Outstanding practice achieved at Elston Hall
would only continue if there were further
opportunities
for
staff
development,
encouraging the ‘Good and Outstanding’ staff
to remain at the school. In September 2015
the school applied for National Teaching
School accreditation in an Alliance with St
Bartholomew’s CE Primary. This application
was successful and both schools developed
training programmes which are offered to
schools across the City.
Elston Hall has always worked closely with the
Local Authority, supporting underachieving
schools in their school improvement agenda. In
spring term 2015 Elston Hall made the decision
to approach the Department for Education
(DFE) to start procedures to convert to an
Academy as part of a Multi-Academy Trust
(MAT). The conversion was completed in
October 2015. This enabled the Elston Hall
MAT to continue with school-to-school
support but on a more formal level. In the
initial application we outlined that the capacity
of the MAT would be no more than 4-5 schools
over a three year period as it is not our aim to
become a large corporate Trust; these schools

would be within Wolverhampton or
neighbouring authorities. Three schools have
since converted to join our Trust: Palmers
Cross Primary School, Edward the Elder
Primary School and Goldthorn Park Primary
School. Information about the Trust and
individual schools can be found at
https://www.elstonhallmat.co.uk/
It is our belief that our trust will ensure the
highest standards across all schools through
the sharing of excellent practice, staff
expertise and the ability of the Trust Leaders to
work together on school improvement.
 An underpinning non-negotiable of our
Trust is that schools within it retain their
own identity; Elston Hall MAT is not
corporate! Schools have their own ethos
and these will be retained and valued.
 In order to ensure this is the case all
schools in our Trust will have its own Local
Governing Board with responsibility for
curriculum, standards, staffing and
finance.
 Schools will also retain their own Head of
School and other School Leaders
The future…
The Trust will continue to
grow steadily, enabling
further opportunities for
staff and leaders, but most
importantly providing the
best opportunities for
children within the MAT to
experience the high quality
education they deserve.
Kevin Grayson, Executive Headteacher.

Children will always remain at the heart of our Trust.”
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School Governance

Members of the Trust

Board of Trustees

Members have ultimate control over the

The Trustees have responsibility for all Schools

academy trust, with the ability to appoint some
of the trustees and the right to amend the
trust’s articles of association.

within it:
Kevin Grayson (Chief Executive Officer), Len
Kruczek (Chair), Derek Brown, Kamaljit Pal,

Dr Richard Roberts, Mrs Katy Kent, Mr Robert

Oliver Dallaway, Jill Purcell, Joanne Briscoe and

Lawton.

Lisa Talbot.

Local Governing Board
Each School also has its own Local Governing Board who are responsible for school matters including
staffing, finance, curriculum and standards and achievement.

Parent Governors

Staff Governors

Community Governors

Karl Bird

Kevin Grayson

Lisa Talbot (Chair)

Parminder Mann

Louise Dollery

Daniel Hipgrave

Laura Maguire

Keith Bradshaw

Sharon Webster

Gillian McDonald
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School Council
At Elston Hall Primary School, we have our own school council; this consists of one representative
from each class (three per year group). At the start of the year pupils are encouraged to nominate
themselves for the position and present their campaign speech to the remaining class members who
then anonymously vote for their class councillor.
The school council meets every week to discuss current issues and are
overseen by teachers Miss Ringland and Miss Callaghan. The school council
select a charity each term to support such as Children in Need, Sports
Relief, British Heart Foundation, Marie Curie and they organise events
accordingly. They are also consulted on school issues and improvements
and class teachers provide time each week for the councillors to feedback
and obtain views from their classes.

Admissions
Nursery admissions are managed by school – please enquire in the school office. Reception to Year 6
admissions are managed by Wolverhampton City Council, however school welcomes parents to visit
school to help with their decision-making - please contact the school office to arrange a time. You can
find all the information you need for admissions on the Wolverhampton City Council website.
www.wolverhampton.gov.uk. Please note that an allocation of a Nursery place does not guarantee a
place in our school’s Reception.

School uniform
We expect children to take pride in their uniform. For a full uniform list, please visit the school website
(www.elstonhall.org.uk) or contact the school office on (01902) 558866.

Parent partnership
At Elston Hall we work very hard to develop close links between parents and school. We feel that
parents have a significant and valuable role in their children’s learning so it is important that we
nurture these relationships.
We understand how important your child’s education and well- being are to
you and we want to ensure that we keep you informed as much as possible.
We hold termly parents evening where staff will inform you of your child’s
attainment and progress levels, this is also provided in an end of year school
report.
However, staff are always happy to discuss any issues or concerns you may
have at any other points during the year. Teachers are on hand every
morning to take messages but for longer discussions, appointments can be
made to meet with your child’s class teacher via the office.
During the year we try to ensure that there are opportunities for parents to
come into school and see their children’s achievements. Each Friday we hold
a ‘Merit Assembly’ which families of the children selected are invited to
Key Stage 2 'Pupil of the Term' winners
attend. Pupils also take part in performances throughout the year including
Christmas plays, Mothers’ Day assemblies and Year 6 Leavers performances.
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Staffing structure
Leadership:

Clerical/site staff:

Kevin Grayson - Executive Head Teacher
Louise Dollery -Associate Headteacher
Elizabeth Foster - Deputy Head Teacher
Danny Nicholls - Deputy Headteacher
Sarah Bennett -Assistant Head Teacher
Laura Maguire - Assistant Head Teacher
Talash Chopra - Trust Business Manager
Dawn Cooper – Principal Officer for the Trust

Jo Curtis - Finance Manager
Dawn Roe – Education Welfare Officer
Sandra Preece - Administrator
Jo Ireson - Receptionist
Lindsey Bradshaw - Administrator
Adrian Cosnett - Senior Site manager
Arthur Wilde - Caretaker

Class teachers:

Learning support staff:

Lunchtime staff:

Morfudd Owen – Nursery Leader

Lynne Harding
Chris Hulme
Jagdeep Dhillon
Andrea Biney
Leianne Stanford
Samanthan Caine
Gail Jones
Amanda Jackson

Margaret Bushell (Senior Supervisor)
Nicola Munn (Deputy Senior Supervisor)
Nicola Haynes
Hayley Jones
Samantha Morgan
Tina Rowney
Rekha Suwali
Kay Tkaczuk
Sharon Webster
Samantha Caine
Elizabeth Clemson
Jody Lloyd
Emma Gandy
Hayley Hall
Maxine Brown
Rachael Dutton-Hall
J Gennard
Gail Jones
Tracey Terry

Sarah Bennett – EYFS Leader
Jennifer Dell
Emily Karakas – Reception and PSHE
Leader
Sue McCluskie – RE Leader
Laura Maguire – KS1 Leader
Yvonne Dyke – Art Leader
Zoe Simmonds – History Leader
Harriet Knowles – Y2 and Science Leader
Katie Perry - Library
Kate Jones – Library
Nicola Di Bernardo – Geography Leader
Beth Callaghan – School Council
Alison Brasier-Creagh – Y3 Leader
Chloe Ringland – School Council
Richard Holmes – Maths Leader
Claire Humpherson – Website
Rachael Hannon – Year 4 Leader
Amrit Kaur
Jo Howell – Year 5 Leader and SENDCO
Lisa Lavill – DT Leader
Gill Mitchel – English and MFL Leader
Rosie Tromans – Year 6 Leader
Jo Fellows – Computing Leader
Claire Lloyd
Amy Hubble – PE Leader
Victoria Foster – trainee teacher

Suzanne Plimmer
Deborah Kaye
Agneszka Sotiriou
Nav Athwal
Terry Hall
Rachel Evans
Kay Tkaczuk
Tracey Terry
Aimee Clarke
Radha Suwali
Stacey Davis
Amy Maddox
Rachel Dutton-Hall
Nicola Munn
Jeanette Powell
Sharon Webster
Bethany Birchall
Sarah Bateman Emma Holt
Kimberly Perks
Sonja Ajula
Dee Wall

Morning/after school staff:

Non-class based staff:

Michelle Orme – Club Leader
Rachel Evans – Deputy Club Leader
Debbie Kaye
Emma Gandy
Agneszka Sotiriou
Gail Jones
Tina Rowney
Amanda Jackson
Bethany Birchall
Hayley Hall
Rachael Dutton-Hall
Sonja Ajula

Elizabeth Charmling - Inclusion
Louise Taylor - Behaviour and Emotional Learning Support
Leader
Kully Bahia – Non-class-based teacher
Edwina Smallwood HLTA - Safeguarding
Michelle Orme HLTA - Speech and language
Margaret Bushell – SEN support
Reena Kaur – Teaching assistant
Emma Holt (Maternity Leave)
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General timings of the day
8:45 – 11:45
8:45
8:55
9:00 – 9:20
9:20 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:15
11:15 – 11:30
12:30 – 3:30
12:00 – 1:15
12:15 – 1:15
12:30 – 1:30
1:15/1:30 – 3:20
2:25
3:30
4:10

Morning Nursery session.
Doors open for children across the school to enter school.
School starts and registers are taken.
Assemblies for Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. Reception join regularly in
Summer term. Parents are invited to Friday merit assemblies to celebrate
success.
Generally, pupils have guided reading, phonics, English and Maths during
the morning although this can vary from year group to year group.
KS1 and lower KS2 playtime.
Upper KS2 playtime. KS1 and lower KS2 have milk and fruit.
Nursery afternoon session.
Reception lunchtime.
KS1 and lower KS2 lunchtime.
Upper KS2 lunchtime.
During the afternoon pupils will access other areas of the curriculum such
as Science, PE, History, Geography, Art, Design Technology, Computing,
Languages (French), PSHE and RE.
KS1 afternoon playtime.
School finishes.
After school clubs finish.

Dinner times
Food is cooked on site for pupils requiring hot meals; cold options are also provided. These meals
currently cost £2.20 per day unless your child is entitled to their meals at a reduced cost (£1.10 for
flexible charging) or free. (Further information on how to apply for free school meals is on our
website.) Dinners can now be paid for electronically using our online payment system Agora. Please
contact the school office for more details.
Children have many opportunities to stay active during lunchtimes. Extra-curricular clubs are available
and dinnertime supervisors organise games and activities including football and rounders. Some year
5 and 6 pupils have the opportunity to act as ‘peer supporters’ to support and play with pupils across
the school.
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English
English has a prominent place in education and in society. The overarching aim for English at Elston
Hall Primary School is to promote high standards of literacy by equipping pupils with a strong
command of the written and spoken word, and to develop their love of literature through widespread
reading for enjoyment. This will be taught through regular and systematic phonics, reading and writing
lessons.

Phonics
Children begin working through the School
Sounds Programme as soon as they start
school. This programme splits letter sounds
into stages which children work through at
their own pace. Once they have successfully
learnt all the sounds and are able to
confidently use them to help with reading and
spelling, they then continue to build on their
skills following the School Spelling Programme
through to the end of KS2.

Reading

Reading is at the heart of the curriculum at
Elston Hall. We use a variety of reading
schemes in school to ensure that your child can
make steady and progressive steps towards
reading success. Children will read individually
to an adult at least once a week in school and
these books should also be read at home.
Pupils are expected to complete their
comprehension questions or a reading activity
before changing their reading books to ensure
that children fully understand what they have
read. Within school, children will also read as a
group in guided reading sessions, where pupils
are encouraged to answer questions and
discuss their ideas. Additionally, whole class
reading lessons take place weekly from Year 2
onwards where pupils are taught how to

answer different types of questions about a
shared text. At Elston Hall we are also mindful
of the need to support wider reading and
reading for pleasure. Therefore we dedicate
time within the timetable for sharing a class
book, visits to the school library and the
celebration of events such as World Book Day.

Writing
Writing is taught every day in all year groups.
Each lesson starts with a brief ‘oral, mental
starter’ which is designed to teach and recap
key Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling (GPS)
skills. In the main part of the lesson, pupils are
taught discrete writing skills - such as accurate
use of punctuation, paragraphing and effective
use of vocabulary – through a variety of written
genres, including short stories, descriptions
and reports. Writing is also integrated into the
wider curriculum, ensuring that your child is
able to apply skills taught in a variety of
subjects and written genres. For example,
pupils may create a brochure advertising a
particular location in Geography, using a
variety of written and geographical skills! The
spoken word also forms an important part of
our daily learning as we believe in the
importance of developing the pupil’s ability to
effectively express themselves in the future.

Mathematics
Mathematics is a fundamental part of everyday life. It is our aim to ensure that all children learn skills
systematically and are given increasing opportunities to apply them to real life situations. Explaining
and reasoning are essential to ensure that the children become confident and fluent in this subject.
Our Programme of Study is based on the new National Curriculum in Mathematics which covers the
following areas:






Number – place value; addition and subtraction;
multiplication and division; fractions, decimals and
percentages.
Measurement – time; length, mass and capacity
Geometry – properties of shape; position and direction
Statistics – reading and understanding a variety of tables
and graphs

Maths lessons begin with a brief ‘oral, mental starter’ which is designed to teach and recap key
mathematical skills, in particular mental maths skills. This then feeds into the main lesson where pupils
will be taught mathematical fluency (e.g. how to add fractions) leading to the application of these skills
in reasoning and problem solving exercises once pupils are ready (e.g. identifying missing fractions in
a sequence; explaining their methods and reasoning). Pupils are encouraged to identify whether
mental methods can be used to calculate before using formal written methods. Our calculation policy
is on the website which ensures that pupils are taught efficient strategies for calculating, both
consistently across classes and progressively across year groups and key stages. Additionally, bar
modelling is taught as a strategy for identifying how to solve reasoning and problem solving problems
– this policy is also on our website.

Science
Science is central to the world in which we live in. At Elston Hall Primary
School we are aware of the lifelong value that science can have on our
pupils. It gives them a chance to learn about the world around them and to
find out how and why things happen. We believe that science is not all about
what we know, but how we know it. Through working scientifically, our
pupils are taught not only the facts of science, but also the use of scientific
skills that will enable them to develop into independent young scientists.
Elston Hall uses the National Curriculum’s Programme of Study for Science
as the basis of its curriculum planning. This ensures pupils receive the
Year 5 Science
complete coverage of statutory requirements for primary science
education, and that the education delivered is done so progressively through the phases. Pupils are
taught key scientific knowledge through scientific enquiry – it is vital that pupil are able to learn in a
‘hands-on’ way wherever possible and develop key scientific skills such as asking questions, making
predictions, making observations and drawing conclusions based on evidence.
Elston Hall has recently been awarded the Primary Science Quality Mark (PSQM), evidencing our
commitment to delivering high quality science.
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Computing
At Elston Hall Primary School we believe that computing should permeate the curriculum, allowing
our children to learn in a variety of ways and through different medium. We believe that computing
should be a tool for learning, and contributes to all aspects of our school’s work.
Computing comprises of three strands, which will be delivered to ensure a balanced curriculum:




Computer Science - the study of the principles and practices
of computer programming and computational thinking
IT - the creative and productive use of computer systems,
mobile devices and the web tools
Digital Literacy - the ability of learners to use the internet
effectively to research and communicate, with full regard to
online etiquette and to their safety
Learning in our computer suite

Pupils access a range of programmes including Scratch, 2 Simple
and Microsoft programmes, and have regular access to our computer suite as well as iPads and
Beebots. Internet safety is a large part of the curriculum and children are expected to adhere to our
‘responsible computer use agreement; see our website for further information on e-safety.

Wider Curriculum

Learning about healthy eating

We believe in the importance of the wider curriculum in developing the
child as a whole, allowing them to achieve their full potential. At Elston
Hall the children are taught several subjects through a ‘Thematic
curriculum’. This means that History, Geography, Art and Design, Design
Technology, Computing and Music are taught through a topic (e.g. Fanta
SEA World), giving more context and meaning to these subjects and
allowing pupils to see links in their learning. R.E, French, PSHE and P.E.
are taught discretely. A varied and engaging curriculum is planned,
incorporating opportunities for the children to experience the world
around them from both the past and present.

Educational visits
We provide many opportunities for children to experience learning
outside the classroom, to support and enhance their skills and
understanding through trips and a variety of visitors within school.
These include visits to Think Tank, Black Country Museum, West
Midlands’ Safari Park, Rays Farm and Woodlands adventures. We
also have strong links with local secondary schools who provide
opportunities for our key stage 2 pupils to experience cook, play
sports and learn French.
There are also opportunities for Year 2, Year 4 and Year 6 children
to participate in residential trips during the summer term to
Kingswood, Conwy and the Brecon Beacons. See our website for
photos of our trips and visitors, as well as daily blogs written by
pupils on residential.

Year 4's residential to Conwy, Wales

Extra-Curricular Activities
At Elston Hall we offer a range of free extra- curricular clubs for our pupils after school hours. These
have included Choir, Weaving, Football, Multi-skills, Computing, Cross-Country Running, Netball, ‘Get
Crafty’ and ‘Forest club’.
Unless otherwise stated, all activities begin immediately after school and finish at 4:10pm.
All places for activities will be offered on a first come, first served basis.
Activities available are advertised at the start of the school year and if
clubs are over-subscribed, teachers will allocate places to pupils on the
‘waiting list’ in the summer term. Clubs may change termly, depending on
the availability of staff and the weather.
Sports related clubs will require pupils to wear PE kits and to bring along
a water bottle to ensure they remain hydrated. Please ensure that an
outdoor kit is provided for colder weather.
Netball club taking part in a tournament

Music school
Each year one of our year groups will have the opportunity to take part in a
programme provided by Wolverhampton Music School, learning how to
play Brass, Strings, Woodwind or Percussion instruments. This is then
celebrated in a class assembly when parents are invited to see what the
children have learnt! We also have a small number of key stage two pupils
Year 3 learn to play the ukulele

who receive tuition in the violin and clarinet.

Homework
To support the pupils learning in school we also provide the children with homework which is
additional to their reading and weekly spellings. This is to allow parents to see the type of work they
have covered and to allow children opportunities to embed the skills they have been taught. This is
not compulsory and if families wish not to complete work that is their choice, however we do feel that
it is beneficial. Children have a two-week period to complete the tasks based on writing, maths,
science and topic as creatively as they would like.
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Early Years
“Since our child began attending nursery in
September we have seen a huge positive
improvement in his reading, writing and
counting and the staff in your nursery do an
amazing job in understanding our child and
pushing him to the best of his capabilities and
more. Our child is thriving at Elston Hall.”
(Nursery parent, April 2018)

At Elston Hall Primary School we are
committed to providing the children within our
Early Years with the best possible start to their
education. We provide a happy, secure
learning environment, rich in learning
experiences for children of all abilities.
We have an 80-place Nursery (40-place
morning, 40-place afternoon) and a three-form
entry Reception. Learning within the Early
Years follows the national ‘Statutory
Framework for the Early Years Foundation
Stage’.
In Nursery, children are taught in small groups
and participate in Child Initiated learning,
linked to all the areas of the curriculum. Pupils
are taught phonics, writing and maths in a
practical manner. Much of nursery’s learning is
linked to topic and a purposefully-chosen
story.
In Reception, we follow a structured routine
during the morning, incorporating phonics,
literacy and maths. Children are taught in
groups and, when not being taught, participate
in Child Initiated learning. Afternoons are topic
based and involve a short whole class teaching
session followed by Child Initiated learning,
with focus activities linked to the topic,
allowing for free-flow between the classroom
and outdoors.

To ensure that we meet the individual needs of
all of our children, we make regular
observations of the children’s interactions,
interests, skills, and development of concepts.
These observations are used to inform our
planning for groups of children, for individuals
and our provision for resources as appropriate.
Within our Early Years provision we recognise
the importance of a rich learning environment
both inside and outside. The environment is
set up in learning areas, where children are
able to find and locate equipment and
resources independently. The children are able
to play and explore and ‘have a go’ at using all
available resources; developing their learning
experiences and most importantly through
having fun in a safe and nurturing
environment.
Children in our Early Years establish a solid
foundation for learning which can be built on
as they enter Year 1. This will help to ensure
they continue to flourish throughout their
school years and beyond.
“The Reception staff are all fabulous, very
approachable and I know they deal with
concerns swiftly and effectively. I can’t wait to
see what Elston Hall has in store for my child’s
future. Great school with hard working and
caring staff.” (Reception parent, April 2018)
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Inclusion
Elston Hall Primary School is committed to providing an appropriate and high quality education. We
believe that all children, including those identified as having special educational needs, have a
common entitlement to a broad and balanced academic and social curriculum, which is accessible to
them, and to be fully included in all aspects of school life.
We believe that all children should be equally valued in school. We will strive
to eliminate prejudice and discrimination, and to develop an environment
where all children can flourish and feel safe. We believe that educational
inclusion is about equal opportunities for all learners, whatever their age,
gender, ethnicity, impairment, attainment and background.
Part of the school’s strategic planning for improvement is to develop cultures,
policies and practices that include all learners. We aim to create a sense of
community and belonging, and to offer new opportunities to learners who may have experienced
previous difficulties. This does not mean that we will treat all learners in the same way, but that we
will respond to learners in ways which will take account of their varied life experiences and needs.
Pupils at Elston Hall benefit from an SEN team who provide extra support, both in and out of the
classroom, to develop pupils’ working memory, fine and gross-motor skills, speech and language and
work on individual targets set by teachers or outside agencies.

Morning and After school club
Breakfast and After School Clubs run every day when school is open to pupils.

Morning Club
8am - 8.45am
Cost - £2 per child and £1 per subsequent child. Located in the Infant Hall
for KS2 children and the dining room for KS1 pupils.

After School Club
3.20pm – 5.00pm located in the infant hall for KS2 pupils and dinner hall for
KS1 pupils.
Cost for whole session: £5 per child and £2.50 per subsequent child,
including a drink and healthy snack.

Procedures:
 Contact Michelle Orme, Rachael Evans via the school office on 01902 558866 to check
availability

 Registration forms will be completed to ensure parents can be contacted at all times .
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Assessment
At Elston Hall we are always reviewing our systems and
procedures to ensure the best outcomes for the
children. Teachers track pupil’s progress continually
throughout the year- catering their planning,
intervention groups and support to maximise the
progress individuals can make. Each term the teachers
are asked to report on the progress and attainment of
the children in their class.

Attainment
The government have banded the curriculum into age related expectations. For instance if your child
is in Year 4 then there are certain expectations which your child will need to demonstrate in their work
to achieve that age band. To be able to track where each child is within the age expectations, we have
sub divided then into 3 bands:
Year 4 beginning - just starting to access some of the year group expectations
Year 4 developing – they are able to show a variety of the expectations in their work (maybe
still supported)
Year 4 secure – can independently use the expectations in a variety of ways.
The schools expectation is that children are aiming to achieve a secure level in their year group by the
end of the year!
However, we are aware that all children are different and their starting points may vary so some
children may not yet be able to access their year group expectations and will be working on
expectations from below their age or even above their age group. This is why progress is still our main
focus!

Progress
Staff will use evidence within pupils books, observations and discussions to make judgements
regarding the progress individual pupils have made. We always aim to ensure maximum progress is
made for all pupils regardless of their starting points.

Statutory Testing
Pupils have to participate in statutory testing as these are reported Nationally, and a statutory
requirement.
 Year 1 Phonic screening
 Year 2 reading, maths, grammar and spelling.
 Year 6 reading, maths, grammar and spelling.

We are very proud of the progress pupils at Elston Hall make!
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Behaviour
At Elston Hall, behaviour is excellent and we have high expectations of pupils. To ensure that pupils,
parents and staff are aware of the expectations we have provided a clear behaviour policy which we
expect all parties to adhere to. This can be found on our website.
Within this we have established these key rules:

To make Elston Hall the very best…








We will show pride in our school and the uniform we wear…
We will do what the adults, who care for us, ask….straight away
We will never hurt anyone else with unkind words or actions
There will be no throwing or fighting of any kind
We will take care of our school and the things that belong to other people
We will only play in the parts of the school in which we are allowed
We will walk around school and we will behave with courtesy to visitors and each
other

These are shared with pupils and regularly revisited during assemblies. They are displayed around
school and the sanctions which occur if the rules are broken are also shared and displayed for pupils.
However, it is our role as a school to ensure that we provide a curriculum that is stimulating and
pitched accuately to ensure total engagement of all pupils during each lesson and therefore behaviour
for learning will remain excellent.
Of course there will be instances when the rewards and sanctions provided by school do not make the
impact with individuals that we would like. If this is the case then in consultation with families a
behaviour plan will be produced and clear startegies and techniques will be identified.
In school we benefit from the skills of our Behaviour and Emotional Learning Support Leader – Louise
Taylor - who can work 1:1 with individual pupils and their families to help support implement any
further strategies required.

Bullying
Elston Hall will not accept any type of bullying and this will be dealt with immediately.
“Elston Hall is opposed to bullying and will not tolerate it. It is entirely contrary to the values and
principles we work and live by. All members of the school community have a right to work in a
secure and caring environment. They also have a responsibility to contribute, in whatever way
they can to the protection and maintenance of such an environment.”
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Safeguarding
“Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is defined for the purposes of this guidance as:
protecting children from maltreatment; preventing impairment of children’s health or development;
ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the provision of safe and effective
care; and taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes.“ KCSIE 2016

Elston Hall's Commitment to Safeguarding & Child Protection
At Elston Hall Primary School we are committed to safeguarding children and young people and we
expect
everyone
who
works
in
our
school
to
share
this
commitment.
Adults in our school take all welfare concerns seriously and encourage children and young people to
talk to us about anything that may worry them.

Communication with Parents
Our school will always discuss concerns with
parents/carers and consent for any referrals
should be sought unless to do so would:




Place the child at risk of significant
harm or further risk of significant
harm;
Place a vulnerable adult at risk of
harm; or
Compromise any enquiries that need
to be undertaken by children’s social
care or the police.

The school will endeavour to ensure that
parents have an understanding of the
responsibilities placed on the school and staff
for safeguarding children. In the best interests
of safeguarding children there may be
occasions when the school has to consult with
other agencies without a parent or carer’s
prior knowledge. Our first concern and
responsibility is the child’s welfare and we
have a duty to protect children first and
always.

Curriculum
Child safety issues and child protection will be
addressed through the curriculum where
appropriate, especially through PSHE,
Computing and E-Safety, Citizenship, Sex and
Relations Education (SRE) and British values.
We use a variety of resources and approaches
to teach the children how to keep themselves
safe, build their resilience and manage risks.
The curriculum, and in particular the personal,
social and health education development
strand of the curriculum, includes an emphasis
on relationships, building confidence and
resilience in pupils and in developing
preventative strategies to ensure their own
protection and that of others.

Safeguarding Contacts in School
Designated Safeguarding Leader:
Mr D Nicholls (Deputy Head Teacher)
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Leaders:
Mrs Charmling
Miss E Foster
Mrs E Smallwood

Elston Hall Primary School
E-safety – mobile phones
We are aware that children spend a lot of time online, which is completely
normal and mostly harmless. But children do also face risks such as
cyberbullying or seeing content that's inappropriate. That's why it's
important for children and young people to know how to stay safe online.
Whether you're unsure about what happens online or are up to speed with new technology, it's
important that you talk to your child about staying safe. Within school we take every precaution to
keep your children safe and also to teach them how to be safe on line. Children are not allowed to
bring mobile phones on site and we expect parents to support this expectation.
If you require further information or advice please see our website or speak to a member of staff.

Attendance
Regular attendance at school is essential to ensure uninterrupted progress and to enable pupils to
reach their full potential. We are aware that children are ill and of course we would not want them
attending school when they are not fit to do so. However, the attendance pattern for all children is
monitored weekly with the support or our Education Welfare Officer and school seeks to work actively
with parents to ensure a regular pattern is maintained. Punctuality is also important and we expect
children to be in school by 9:00 at the latest.
We do all we can to encourage the children to attend, and to put in place the appropriate procedures
to support this. This may include letters home, phone calls, meetings with parents and support from
outside agencies. If your child is absent, please contact the school office to inform us of the reason
why so that this can be added to our records.

Rewards
We encourage families not to take their children out of school
during term time and this will only be authorised if there are

We believe that the most important

‘exceptional circumstances’. If you are considering taking your child

factor in promoting good attendance

out, it is vital that you contact school to complete a Leave of

is the development of positive

Absence Request form. Unauthorised absences may result in a fine

attitudes

being issued by the Local Authority.

learning. Pupils achieving 100%

towards

school

and

attendance over a whole term are
Further information is provided on the website.
(www.elstonhall.org.uk)

awarded special certificates.

